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A B S T R A C T

Microstructural features such as pores, secondary phases and inclusions can significantly alter the electrical
response of ceramics. Here we present a morphological finite element approach to better understand the effect of
such microstructural defects on the behaviour of electroceramics. We generate irregular three-dimensional
geometric models with realistic features and controllable parameters providing a method of characterising their
morphology using sphericity, signifying irregularity, and projected area. The inclusion models are solved for
their electrical response for changes in the material properties, making the feature either insulating or con-
ductive in relation to the surrounding material. The electric field distribution analysis indicates the irregularity
has a significant effect on the electric response, increasing the field concentration up to 12 times more than the
applied field. Plotting the electric field distribution using a Weibull cumulative Probability Distribution Function
we have also estimated the breakdown strength of the material. This shows that a material's breakdown strength
can be reduced to 55% for an 87.5% dense sample if the inclusion is insulative and has a low sphericity or high
projected area. This can be further reduced to only 40% if the feature is more conductive than the ceramic.

1. Introduction

Due to excellent dielectric properties and high thermal stability,
granular electro-ceramics are employed in the fabrication of devices
such as multilayer ceramic capacitors, positive temperature coefficient
of resistance thermistors, piezoelectric sensors and transducers [1,2].
As demand for miniaturisation and performance is made from industry,
control of microstructural features is crucial to maintain performance
[3,4].

Microstructural features in ceramic materials range from porosity,
grain boundaries to interfaces with a secondary phase and all depend
on starting reagents and processing conditions during fabrication [5,6].
Previously, finite element modelling (FEM) demonstrated that porosity
could lead to an increase in the local electric field [5–7]. Many of these
studies have been carried out to model the role of microstructure and
porosity [8,9] and reconstruct geometries which simulate the natural
porous structures [10–12]. However, most use regular pore geometries
(e.g. sphere) or irregular models presented in two dimensions.

Characterising the shape and morphology of such features is be-
coming more important in accurately simulating the structural effects
on material behaviour [13,14]. Methods such as neutron, gamma ray
and X-ray tomography have been utilized to provide description of the
material's features [15,16]. This can, with computer-aided techniques,

be converted into a full three-dimensional microstructure in order to
reconstruct the precise 3D features [17–19]. These methods require the
sample to be prepared and analysed, providing not only a limited
number of situations for analysis but are also time intensive.

It is known that the dielectric strength strongly depends on mate-
rials microstructures and especially on local property changes that arise
from such microstructural features. These features are considered sites
where polarizability is modified and charge and energy localisation can
occur [20,21] and consequentially, the local concentration of the
electric field can result in breakdown at an electric field much lower
than the intrinsic breakdown strength of material [22]. The influence of
porosity on the breakdown strength has been widely studied with
previous research reporting a decrease in breakdown strength by a
factor of ~ 3 in dielectric materials with greater than 12% porosity
[23]. An experimental and theoretical approach, used by Gerson [24]
assumed that all of the pores were of equal size and uniformly dis-
tributed in the ceramic. The breakdown strength decreased abruptly, by
a factor of ~ 2 if the porosity reached 10%. These microstructural
features generate a significant inhomogeneity of the local electric field
that in turn causes a reduction in breakdown strength [25–27]. Finite
element simulations have also been used to provide a statistical view of
the electric field distribution. Based on a statistical analysis of local
electric fields [28], it has been proposed that if a certain portion of the
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dielectric, determined by experiments, is under an electrical stress
larger than breakdown threshold. The critical threshold value is de-
termined by the average electric field within upper 30% of all the
electric fields measured in the ceramic layer. This is obtained from a
probability distribution function and the reciprocal of this value can
then be linked to the breakdown strength of the material.

Accurate imitation of these features will thus improve our ability to
predict the electrical behaviour. Describing the shapes are therefore key
to improving analysis. Shape is the expression of an external mor-
phology, and for some is synonymous with form. Many attempts have
been made to characterise irregular shapes. Some measure the overall
shape of form, whilst others concentrate more on features such as an-
gularity versus roundness, and others on the still finer textural differ-
ences between shapes. Definitions of these can be found by Barrett [29].
One measurement technique is the sphericity of a particle which de-
scribes how closely an irregular objective resembles a sphere [30].
Using such characterisation techniques, volcanic ash particles were
quantified to predict particle behaviour [31] and measured with re-
ference to a regular shape, the most common are a circle or a sphere
[32,33]. As a perfect sphere is uniquely defined by its diameter, irre-
gularly-shaped objects need measurements of multiple dimensions
[34].

In prior work, a simple sphere was used to represent the geometry of
a pore but here we go beyond this simplistic approach to develop ir-
regular microstructural characteristics. Here, we shall use the term
‘inclusion’ instead of ‘pore’ but both are synonymous, as we shall define
this microstructural feature as a locally different material property in-
side the surrounding bulk of the grain.

We have developed a MATLAB [35] code to mimic irregular-shaped
inclusions and control their shape and size independent from any ex-
isting images. To investigate how the effect of how the materials
properties influence the results, two sets of simulations are made with
different orders of magnitude of permittivity and conductivity, re-
presenting conductive and insulating features. The electric field dis-
tributions obtained from solving them through finite element analysis
are statically analysed to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the
field enhancement generated by irregular shaped features and their
influence on the breakdown strength.

2. Three-dimensional geometry modelling

2.1. Inclusion morphology

Earlier work assumed that the inclusion was spherical, however, this
is not always the case. To highlight the complexity in the micro-
structural features (in this case, inclusions or pores) that can be formed
in ceramic materials during processing [6] we look at the SEM images
of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) processed at 1350 °C as a case study.
Here we see that inter-grain porosity has various different morphologies
as shown in Fig. 1a. Using image processing we can threshold and
create a binary image as shown in Fig. 1b. Using the resulting image
allows us to describe three main types of morphology summarising
Fig. 1c. The first is a spherical type geometry, which has small devia-
tions from being purely spherical, we shall refer to this as Cloudy. The
second is a feature constructed by flatter surfaces and sharp edges
which shall refer to as Voronoi. The third category is those features
which contain a concave surface. Processing parameters such as the
initial powder size, temperature, atmosphere and applied pressure
cause these features. Furthermore, the irregular shapes emerge from the
complex interaction between densification, diffusion and coarsening
processes which affect the reduction in surface energy [36].

2.2. Computer-aided design

In this particular work, a conceptual design is proposed to mimic
microstructure which is independent from tomographic images and can

be instrumental in FEM. A MATLAB code has been developed to con-
struct 3D microstructures for three types of the irregular features shown
in Fig. 1c which for simplicity we name these geometries as Cloudy,
Voronoi and Concave. The code generates these irregular shapes inside
a cube and incorporates an effective meshing technique to enhance the
accuracy of numerical results (Fig. 2). The code is based on different
approaches.

The code requires first a distribution of points in 3D space. These
points are then passed through a combination of convex-hull [37] or
Voronoi tessellation [38] algorithms. The resulting regions are then
fitted with B-splines in order to reconstruct a smooth 3D microstructure
that represents the typical irregular feature shown in Fig. 1c. A cube is
then placed around this to replicate a grain.

The computer-aided designs shown in Table 1 compare well with
the inclusion shape in Fig. 1. A perfect sphere model is included as a
comparison and to represent a regular-symmetric geometry as the re-
ference for a comparative investigation. The reconstructed sample
series are characterised with shape parameters and discussed in the
next section.

2.3. Shape parameterisation

We parameterized the inclusions using shape parameters allowing a
quantitative measure of shape for comparison. Two metrics are used,
Sphericity (Sph) and projected area (PA). Sph is based on the ratio
between the shape surface area and volume with reference to a perfect
sphere as shown in Fig. 3 and is calculated using Eq. (1) [39,40]:

=Sph
πV

S
36 I

I

2

3 (1)

where VI and SI are volume and surface area of an inclusion respec-
tively. For a perfect sphere, =Sph 1. The values of volume and surface
are calculated using numerical integration methods in MATLAB. Ad-
ditionally, Projected Area (PA) here is defined as a rectilinear

Fig. 1. Morphological characterisation of intra-grain inclusions inspired by
SEM images (a) show a typical microstructure of YSZ sintered at a temperature
of 1350 °C with a zoomed in region inset. (b) For better observation, the irre-
gular inclusions are highlighted in microstructure and (c) classified into three
basic types of geometries based on their irregular attributes of (1) Cloudy, (2)
Voronoi and (3) Concave.

Fig. 2. The examples of high-quality-meshed 3D models with a fine description
of shape features.
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projection on the plane perpendicular to the applied voltage. PA is ef-
fectively associated with Sph to characterize irregular geometry. The
summary of shape parameters used for generating the irregular inclu-
sions throughout this article are listed in Table 1 where the volume is
set constant for all shapes as 0.0125 µm3 corresponding, for a perfect
sphere a radius of 0.1438 µm.

3. Finite element simulation

Following our previous work on spherical pores [6], we use our in-
house FEM package ElCer [41] to evaluate the influence of the inclusion
on the electrical response within a grain. It allows us to solve Maxwell's
equations in space and time using a time domain finite element method.
To study how the electrical response is altered due to the inclusion, two
materials are applied, as detailed in Table 2. We choose two materials
in order to provide a relative change of conductivity to the grain. The
first is a more conductive material whilst the second is more resistive,
these are also related to air and water respectively as possible materials
arising from possible humidity and low density during processing.

The model starts as a solid simple solid cube of volume 1 µm3 and
resistance 10 MΩ. This represents a fully dense grain. A potential dif-
ference is applied across the top and bottom surfaces of the grain,
aligned to the z-axis generating an internal uniform electrostatic field of

1 −MV m 1, this is related to the fully dense case giving the normalised
electrical response EN .

We then generate the microstructural feature in the centre the cube
as shown in Fig. 4 and solve for the electric field E, allowing for com-
parison between different geometry models and material properties. As
the volume of the feature is set to be 0.0125 µm3, the corresponding
density of the system is 87.5%.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Electrostatic field distribution

To visualise the normalised local electric field, EN we use a com-
bination of two approaches. As the inclusion is three-dimensional we
look at two approaches to visualise the data. The first is to look at the
data as a function of height (z-value) colour coding the results to in-
dicate where the data located. The blue shaded data shows the electric
field calculated less than a radius of 0.14 µm from the centre of the
system, i.e. the electric field inside the feature. This is set such that the
measurement extends to just inside of the perfect sphere radius of
0.144 µm. Red highlights the electric field around the inclusions surface
between 0.14 and 0.25 µm from the centre, indicating the data close to
the external surface. Finally, yellow highlights the data away from the
feature. In Fig. 5 three typical models are shown for each of the model
types. Fig. 5a show a spherical model, (b) a ‘Cloudy’ model and (c) a
Voronoi type model. Each highlights the changes of the electric field in
relation to the inclusions being assigned a resistive (air) or conductive
(water) material property. The results for a Concave model are not
shown here, as they produce a response very similar to the Voronoi

Table 1
Schematic of computer-aided design models and shape parameters for different irregular inclusions (note the surrounding grain is not shown) Volume is kept constant
and equal to 0.0125 μm3.

Fig. 3. The schematics illustrate the deviation of irregular geometrical (red
geometry) models from a perfect sphere (grey geometry), which is used as the
reference for shape parameter measurements and the projected are of the ir-
regular geometries are shown as the shadows (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.).

Table 2
Material properties used in finite element simulations for barium titanate-based
ceramic and inclusions.

Material εr −σ (Sm )1

Ceramic 1000 10−4

Insulator (Air) 1 0.5× 10–14

Conductive (Water at 20 oC) 80 10−2

Fig. 4. The schematic cross-sectioned finite element model representing an
inter-grain inclusion (Voronoi1) and its location inside the cube grain.
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model. From this, it can be concluded that concavity does not have a
distinct effect on the electric field. In all models, EN tends to 1 away
from the inclusion, indicating that the effect is confined close to in-
clusion.

The behaviour of the electric field around a perfect sphere inclusion
( =Sph 1 and =PA 0.0651) is shown in Fig. 5a. For both types of in-
clusion material properties, the normalised electric tends to unity far
away (yellow). If the inclusion is insulating, the electric field away from
the feature starts as unity steadily dropping as it becomes close to the
bottom surface of the feature. As it approaches the bottom surface (low
z, blue) the electric field has fallen to only 0.2 of the initial value. As the
height is increased, it quickly increases to 1.5 times (mid z, blue) and
falls back to the reduced value and unity. This is converse to a con-
ducting material where there is first a steep rise in the electric field of
over 2.5 at the top and bottom of the features surface, quickly falling

around and inside the inclusion to almost zero. The symmetric response
indicates that the current flows around the feature smoothly, akin to a
laminar flow in fluids. It should also be noted that for a conductive
inclusion the higher electric fields are experienced outside of the sur-
face and deeper into the surrounding material, shown by the increased
yellow and red data in the plot.

As we move away from a symmetric shape to that of a ‘Cloudy’
model ( = −Sph 0.95 0.83, =PA 0.058 – 0.065) the main electric field
features are still present but the distribution starts to become asym-
metrical around the inclusion, beginning to show some chaotic and
turbulent features. The maximum values of electric field also are in-
creased by approximately 10%. This highlights that the shape of the
inclusion is important as the normalised electric field is very sensitive
with even with small deviations from a perfect sphere. For a typical
‘Voronoi’ model ( = −Sph 0.559 0.779) the electric field enhancement

Fig. 5. The electric field profiles as a function
of the z coordinate of (a) Sphere, (b) Cloudy
and (c) Voronoi shaped particles. In each, the
normalised electric field E is given for material
properties of an insulative or conductive in-
clusion. The geometry highlights the colour
coding. Blue is data located inside the inclu-
sion, red near the surface and yellow high-
lights the electric field profile away from the
inclusion, and the grey lines indicate the
measured data in z (all radii are in µm) (For
interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.).

Fig. 6. The electric field profiles as a function
of radial distance from the centre of the cube of
(a) Sphere, (b) Cloudy and (c) Voronoi shaped
particles. In each, the normalised electric field
E is given for material properties of a resistive
or conductive inclusion. The geometry high-
lights the colour coding of the distance away
from the bottom surface of the inclusion with
the grey spheres indicated the measured data
(all lengths are in µm) (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this
article.).
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can be found to be over 8 times, three times greater than experienced
for a spherical shape. If a more conductive material is used, the electric
field typically increases in magnitude even further at the parts of the
model, which are sharper and more pronounced, however the higher
values are localised to in and around the inclusion. In general, the more
irregular the feature, the electric field is more pronounced but un-
predictable in comparison to the ‘Sphere’ model. This indicates a highly
chaotic turbulent flow of current around the feature. If the inclusion is
conductive, the higher electric fields are located around and away from
the feature, whereas for an insulative region, the higher electric fields
are confined and are localised inside the feature.

To also account for the model being three dimensional, we also
study the electric field in the same models but this time as a function of
radial distance. In Fig. 6, the normalised local electric field, EN is
plotted against the radial distance from centre of the cube. This time
each region is colour coded to highlight the electric field in, near and
away from the lower surface (i.e. z height). Blue shows the electric field
calculated below the distance of 0.36 µm, orange between 0.36 µm and
0.72 µm, and yellow above 0.72 µm. These are related to the size of the
spherical model.

As shown in Fig. 6a, for an insulating inclusion inside the feature,
the normalised electric field is already enhanced at 1.5. This falls at the
models’ surface dropping again to 0.2 and back to unity, highlighting
that the enhanced electric fields are localised inside the feature. For a
conductive material, the electric field is first near zero inside the region
and quickly rising at the surface to 2.5 times at the surface. Although
this does fall, it can be seen that the enhancement of the electric field
remains in the surrounding material even twice the radius of the fea-
ture.

As the shape of the inclusion is modified to ‘Cloudy’, Fig. 6b, the
main features are maintained, but again, the electric field becomes
asymmetrical, with also enhancements in the electric field even for
insulating materials of greater than 1.5. This is further enhanced in
highly irregular models to over 8 times for both types of materials,
suggesting that the morphology of the feature is more significant for the
maximum electric field at this point than the features material prop-
erties. The position of the field however is different with an insulating

Fig. 7. The effect of sphericity Sph (a) and projected area PA (b) on the maximum electric field concentration EC with arrows added as a guide for the eye. The grey
area highlights the unpredictable zone for the maximum the electric field.

Fig. 8. Weibull cumulative Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the
normalised electric field influenced by the proposed intra-grain inclusion
models. These are for morphologies for a sphere (a, b), cloudy (c, d) and
Voronoi (e, f) structures with material properties assigned that are more in-
sulative (air) than the surrounding material (a, c, e) or more conductive (water)
shown in (b, d, f). An example is illustrated for the boundary of the upper 30%
of the field on the plot of water spherical inclusion (a).
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material high values being main inside the feature (i.e. below 0.14 µm)
whilst the conductive materials electric fields are felt by the sur-
rounding material.

4.2. Maximum electric field concentration

To highlight how the different morphology of the inclusions affect
the electric field concentration, we plot the maximum normalised
electric field concentration EC, found in each of the simulations, against
the shape parameters for the conductive (water) and insulative (air)
inclusions. This is shown in Fig. 7. The arrows are shown as a guide to
the eye and indicate that features with lower Sph (more irregularity) or
larger PA.

As Sph decreases from 1 (sphere) to 0.56 (Voronoi4), EC increases
irrespective of the material inside the inclusion. This is the same trend
for if the projected area rises from 0.058 to 0.087 µm2. This can be
related to the increased electrical field generated by geometrical factors
such as large projected area, rough surfaces, asymmetric shape, sharp
edges and points. If Sph is lower than 0.8 or PA greater than 0.07, an
inclusion departs from the ‘shape’ of a sphere, EC becomes un-
predictable (shaded grey) due to an increase of chaotic behaviour in the
way the current flows. For Voronoi3, when filled with a conductive
material (air), the maximum electric field rises from 1.6 to 12; in other
words, a single intra-grain inclusion can increase the electric field
concentration 12 times more than for the same applied voltage across a

fully dense sample.

4.3. Dielectric breakdown strength

Although the maximum electric field highlights how the mor-
phology and material property of the inclusion alter the system for ir-
regular geometries, there exists a significant variability in the value
generated. Using just the maximum value or even an average cannot
fully represent properly the electric field distribution in the full system.
Therefore, to achieve an effective analysis of the field distribution, a
statistical approach can be used based on a Weibull cumulative func-
tion, a type of probability distribution function (PDF) shown in Fig. 8.

The Weibull cumulative Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of
the normalised electric field is influenced by the different intra-grain
inclusion models. Each plot in Fig. 8, shows the distribution of the
electric fields in a sphere (a, b), Cloudy (c, d) and Voronoi (e, f) model
for an insulative (a, c, d) or conductive (b, d, f) inclusion. For a regular
shape (sphere, Cloudy) the material property provides the key features
of the response. The lower the conductivity (e.g. air) the electric field
inside the inclusion increases more than the regions around its surface
and through the ceramic. This results in a plot with a distribution ex-
tending out to approximately 3 times the electric field with a strong
peak slightly more than one as shown in Figs. 8a and 8c. Changing the
material properties to a more conductive inclusion (e.g. water) alters
the distribution of the electric fields. In this case, the electric field peak

Table 3
The critical values of the normalised electric field at the boundary of the upper 30% (ECr) and the associated average of electric field within this range (Eave). The
normalised breakdown strength is related using E1/ ave.

Fig. 9. The irregularity can intensify the effect of inclusion materials and this interaction results in more field enhancement. The effect of sphericity Sph (a) and
projected area PA (b) on the normalised breakdown strength obtained from the statistical analysis. The arrows are a guide for the eye.
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still remains close to unity but as the core of the material has a near zero
electric field (Fig. 5a) the distribution now extends towards zero as
shown in Figs. 8b and 8d. As the microstructure alters to become more
irregular, the distribution for both types of inclusions become domi-
nated by the shape, both extending the distributions to over 8. An
average or the maximum value does not describe the proportion of
material that is under high electric fields as such we use a critical
threshold value EC. Here we determined this by finding the average
electric field, Eave in the upper 30% of all the fields experienced in the
ceramic layer and summarised in Table 3 for each plot.

It can be seen that the critical threshold ECr and associated Eave do
not vary significantly between morphology types, however they are
typically larger for the lower the sphericity or greater the projected
area. A conductive inclusion (e.g. water) has on average a 30% increase
in these values and as such reduces the breakdown strength further.

The reciprocal of average Eave can be linked to characterise the
breakdown strength of the material. This is plotted against the shape
parameters and for the insulative and conductive inclusions as shown in
Fig. 9. For conductive features with lower Sph (more irregularity) or
larger PA, the breakdown strength can be reduced to below 40% when
compared to a fully dense sample. This arises because the electric field
is being enhanced around the surface of a conductive feature and away
into the surrounding material, the system possesses a much higher
characteristic value and as such breakdown strengths are reduced more
than if the feature was more resistive.

As a comparison to previous models, we compare with the Gerson-
Marshal [24] for a single pore. This model predicts the reduction in
breakdown strength for an insulative material. For an 87.5% dense
model with a single pore of volume 0.125 µm inside a 1 µm3 of sur-
rounding material, the estimated reduction in breakdown strength is
estimated to be 0.5. This compares well with the lowest estimate from
the FEM approach using a probability distribution analysis which es-
timates a range of 0.84 – 0.55. However, this model does not take into
account if the inclusions are more conducive than the surrounding
material which, from the FEM study, can range from a 0.7 reduction in
breakdown strength for a more spherical feature and even down to 0.4
for a highly irregular shape.

5. Conclusions

A computer-aided approach was used to replicate the irregular
geometry of single intra-grain inclusion for electroceramics. The in-
clusions were categorized based on their shapes into three geometries of
Cloudy, Voronoi and Concave. The presented models were char-
acterised by morphology metrics such as sphericity and projected area.
The intrinsic properties of the inclusion were set to mimic a resistive
(air) or conductive (water) to highlight the ceramic behaviour porosity
of different phases or features in the material. The electrical response
distribution calculated shows enhancements of the electric field up to
12 times more than that generated by a fully dense sample. The electric
field was also used to extract a critical value using a Weibull cumulative
Probability Distribution Function predicting that the breakdown
strength of a material falls quickly for a conductive inclusion to only
40% of a fully dense sample. Thus, to understand the reduction in
breakdown strength arising from features within materials, it is not only
the volume fraction or density that needs to be considered but also the
morphology and material conductivity of the features.
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